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THE NATURE OF THE 'GRANITIC' LAVER OF
THE CRUST IN THE SOUTHERN NORWEGIAN
PRECAMBRIAN
BY
SCOTT B. SMITHSON1
(Mineralogisk-Geologisk Museum, Oslo)

Abstract: Geological and geophysical observations have defined a 2-layered
crust, composed of a •granitic' layer and an underlying 'basaltic' layer. Some
geologists have evoked a pristine granitic layer that intrudes higher level supra
crustal rocks by subsequent refusion. In the southern Norwegian Precambrian,
the Bamble rocks, whose origin is unquestionably supracrustal, are in fault
contact with the Telemark gneisses, deeper level augen gneisses, migmatites, and
banded gneisses of granitic composition. Although rocks whose composition is
indicative of a supracrustal origin are rare in the Telemark gneisses and their
composition commonly approximates the minimum-melting composition in
the granite system, the layering universally present in these rocks probably
reflects a tectonized depositional feature. A number of granitic plutons are em
placed as diapirs, domes, and axial culminations within the Bamble rocks and
their equivalents; however, known granitic plutons are rare within the Tele
mark gneisses. The gravimetrically interpreted thicknesses of these plutons
range from l to 4 km. Small positive gravity anomalies in the Telemark gneisses
further demonstrate the heterogeneity of these deeper level rocks. The model
proposed for the granitic crust is this: Supracrustal rocks of intermediate com
position underlain by heterogeneous gneisses of more granitic composition. The
granitic gneisses were mobilized and rose into the overlying supracrustal rocks
to form the granitic plutons. No evidence of a pristine granitic crust is found;
the granitic plutons may very well be underlain by gneisses in depth. In order
to emphasize the heterogeneous nature of the upper crust, the term, migmatitic

layer is more appropriate than •granitic' layer.
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Introduction
The concept of a granitic layer comprising the outer part of the earth's
crust descends from both geologic and geophysical observations.
Geologists have long noted the granitic nature of the deeply eroded
Precambrian shields. The idea of a granitic layer in the crust was
especially advanced by the results of geophysics which defined a 2layered crust, an upper sialic or 'granitic' layer underlain by an inter
mediate simatic or 'basaltic' layer. Petrologists have frequently sug
gested that this layer was formed by the primary differentiation
during the earth's formation and that this constitutes a universal
source for huge granitic batholiths intruded during subsequent remelt
ing. The nature of this 'granitic' layer, which holds particular interest
for petrologists and geophysicists, is most amenable to investigation
by geological and geophysical methods within the deeply eroded Pre
cambrian shields.

The Seismic Crustal Model
The crustal model is determined by the analysis of refracted seismic
waves. Mohorovicic discovered an 8-kmfsec seismic velocity disconti
nuity which is universally present and has been identified with the
base of the crust. This discontinuity occurs at a depth of about 35 km
under the continents. Conrad recognized a second velocity disconti
nuity that is marked by a velocity of about 6.6 km/sec and is found
within the crust above the Moho. The crust was then considered to
be composed of 2 layers, the upper layer with a transmission velocity
of about 6.0 km/sec and an intermediate layer with a velocity of 6.3
km/sec or greater. Later explosion-seismic studies (TATEL and TuvE
1955) have, in many instances, failed to detect an intermediate layer;
however, WooLLARD (1959) presents compelling evidence for the
occurrence of an intermediate layer and suggests that its top may not
form a sharp velocity discontinuity in many places.
Laboratory studies of transmission velocities within various rock
types have been carried out in order to transform a crustal model
defined in velocities into one based on rock types. These studies suggest
that the 8-kmfsec velocity beneath the crust is typical of dense, mafic
to ultramafic rocks such as eclogite and peridotite. The seismic
velocity of 6.6 km/sec typifies mafic rocks like basalt; the velocity
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of 6.0 km/sec characterizes felsic rocks like granite. The two crustal
layers were then designated by the general terms sialic and simatic
which correspond to the broad chemical character of rocks with the
appropriate transmission velocities. These two terms have later been
replaced by the more petrographically specific terms 'granitic' and
'basaltic' so that we now speak of 'the granitic layer' and 'the basaltic
layer'. The 'granitic layer' is present only under the continents.
Confusion arises when 'granitic' is further interpreted to mean
granites and a universal layer of granite is pictured to underlie the
continents. Firstly, the seismic velocities that characterize the gra
nitic layer range from about 5.8 to 6.2 km/sec (GUTENBERG 1955, p.

23; WooLLARD 1959, p. 1524; KosMINSKAYA 1964). Secondly, these
velocities are averaged over horizontal distances of about 150 km and
can hardly be attributed solely to one rock type. Finally, rocks of
such diverse composition as quartzite, greywacke, charnockite, and
slate may all exhibit seismic velocities within the same range as
granite (BIRCH 1960). TATEL and TuvE (1955) and KosMINSKAYA

(1964)

have emphasized regional variations in crustal structure.

]uNGER (1951) recorded seismic reflections from within the granitic
crust and at or near the presumed base of the granitic crust. Conse
quently, little evidence exists to suggest that the granitic crust is
granite or even that it is homogeneous. BIRCH (1955, p. 103) construes
the crust to be a mosaic of different rock types which are far from
homogeneous.

Geolo�ic Data on the Granitic Crust
The sole obtainable picture of the nature of the granitic crust comes
from geologic observations within Precambrian shields. The Precam
brian of Southem Norway offers a relatively deep section through
the granitic crust.
Along the southeast coast of Southem Norway (Fig. 1), a series
of interlayered amphibolites, quartzites,

mica schists, sillimanite

gneisses, and banded gneisses called the Bamble rocks parallels the
coast (BUGGE 1943). Granitic gneisses and migmatites occur in sub
ordinate amounts in these rocks while amphibolites occur commonly.
Probable age equivalents of the Bamble rocks are found as effusives
in the Kongsberg area and as banded gneisses in the Flå and Iddefjord
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areas where migmatites and augen gneisses, though widely distributed,
comprise a relatively small amount of the exposures. The supracrustal
origin of the majority of these rocks is apparent.
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Fig. l. Geologic map of southem Norway showing the various granitic plutons.

The Bamble rocks are separated from the Telemark gneisses to
the northwest by a fault zone, the 'great friction breccia' (Fig. 1).
These rocks exhibit a marked petrographic contrast to the Bamble
rocks. The Telemark gneisses, which extend from central Telemark to
the southem tip of Norway between Kristiansand and Farsund, are
mostly composed of migmatites, augen gneisses, and granitic gneisses.
Some banded gneisses of distinctly granitic composition are found
interlayered with these rocks. To the north, granitic gneisses form
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the basement upon which the less deformed Telemark supracrustal
rock series lies (DoNs 1960).
BARTH (1947) suggested that the northwest side of the breccia
was the upthrown side so that the granitic Telemark gneisses repre
sent a deeper level of exposure. ELDERS (1963) showed that the north
west side of the breccia had moved upward and to the northeast relative
to the southeast side in the vicinity of the Herefoss granite. SMITHSON
(1963a} calculated a minimum vertical displacement of 0.5 km along
the breccia north of the Herefoss granite on the basis of gravity
measurements where the granitic Telemark gneisses are faulted against
amphibolitic Bamble banded gneisses.
Granite plutons are prominent in the Bamble rocks and their
probable equivalents. Synkinematic granites occur as elongate bodies
(BUGGE 1943, TOURET 1963) and as gneiss domes (T. ELDER, personal
communication). Late-kinematic granites are represented by the Flå
and lddefjord granites which cover large areas just outside the Bamble
region; the Flå granite is at least partly diapiric (SMITHSON 1963b).
Postkinematic intrusive granites are represented by the Herefoss
granite ( ELDERS 1963) and the Grimstad granite ( OFTEDAL 1945,
ELDERS 1963).
The quite granitic Telemark gneisses, on the other hand, contain
conspicuously few intrusive granitic plutons, as far as is known. One
such body is represented by the Farsundite pluton (BARTH 1960) at
the southem tip of Norway. The great majority of the Telemark
gneisses are highly foliated and layered mig matites , banded gneisses,
and augen gneisses. Granitic banded gneisses pass into migmatites
where intense small-folding occurs; however, all the rocks of the area
are intensely and complexly deformed. DIETRICH (1963) has postulated
that the banding of many banded gneisses is most likely inherited
from an original layering in supracrustal rocks. Although rocks of
obvious supracrustal origin are rare in the entire area of Telemark
gneisses, marble layers have been known for a long time. FALKUM
(1963) found quartzites and succeeded in following a 2-m-thick marble
layer for a distance of 15 km in the migmatites just north of Kristian
sand. The origin of the Telemark gneisses is much more obscure than
that of the Bamble rocks, but the banding so common in the Telemark
gneisses probably reflects a tectonized supracrustal layering.
Because the Telemark area represents a deeper level of exposure,
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this area holds particular interest conceming the nature of the deeper
parts of the granitic crust. WEGMANN (1959, p. 53) pointed out how
folding around plunging axes facilitates the study of different depth
zones in the crust; i.e., the deepest structural levels must be exposed
in axial culminations. In addition, any warping or faulting within
the Telemark area must mean that the present erosion surface tran
sects and exposes different levels of the crust. The granulite-facies
area of Egersund {MICHOT 1957), where anorthosites and norites crop
out together with granitic chamockitic gneisses, may well represent
a deeper level of exposure. The detailed structure of the Telemark
gneisses is generally unknown except for the Egersund area and also
near Kristiansand where FALKUM (1963) found an axial culmination;
the assumption that levels of the crust, whose difference in depth
measures in kilometres, are exposed over this 100-km-wide area
appears highly plausible. Within this area, the layered, generally
migmatitic nature of the rocks is preserved, and no large areas of
massive homogeneous granite are known. Geological evidence is gener
ally lacking for the presence of either a homogeneous pristine granitic
layer or the roots of large granitic plutons of batholithic dimensions.
Sederholm never found evidence for vestiges of the primeval surface
in the Finnish Precambrian area; i.e., the pristine basement upon
which the earliest supracrustal rocks were deposited. The deepest
rocks exposed in the Norwegian Precambrian are granitic in character
but could be best classified as migmatites, heterogeneous rocks of
probable supracrustal or partial supracrustal origin.
Geophysical Data on the Granitic Crust

The gravity interpretation for a number of Precambrian granites shows
that they are surprisingly thin in comparison to their horizontal di
mensions. The instrusive 18-km-diameter Herefoss granite has a
gravimetrically interpreted thickness1 of 2 km, and the adjacent
intrusive Grimstad granite is somewhat thicker {SMITHSON 1963a).
The Flå granite has an exposed area of c. 700 km2 and a gravimetric
thickness of 2.5 km (SMITHSON 1963b) and appears to be a thin plate
(Fig. 2) as does the geologically similar Iddefjord granite. These latter
l 'Thickness' is used here to mean the vertical extent of the density con
trast between a granitic pluton and the surrounding rocks.
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two granites seem to be partially diapiric (Flå) and non-diapiric lenses
(Iddefjord) situated in anticlinoria or domes. The thickness of the
granites is small even when they are intrusive and may tend to be
greater in the diapiric granites than in the less intrusive ones.
Block Diagram of the
SCOTT B. SMITHSON
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Block diagram of the Flå granite constructed on the basis of geological
observations and gravity interpretation (after SMITHSON 1963b).
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An important key to the problem lies in the interpretation of the
Bamble anonialy, a positive gravity anomaly that increases markedly
from the breccia zone to the coast and is characterized by a high
gravity gradient. This anomaly is attributed to the positive gravitative
effect of the rather mafic Bamble rocks, which would comprise a wedge
of denser material thickening toward the coast (SMITHSON 1963a,
p. 87). The less dense, granitic Telemark gneisses are postulated to
underlie the Bamble rocks.
The thickness of the Herefoss and Grimstad granites varies directly
as the thickness of the wedge of Bamble rocks overlying the Telemark
gneisses (Fig. 3); i.e., where the thickness of the wedge is greater, the
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Fig. 3. Hypothetical cross section showing the relation of the Bamble rocks,
the Telemark gneisses, the Herefoss and Grimstad granites, and the 'great
friction breccia'. The two granites are interpreted as projections of the mig
matic Telemark gneisses through the overlying Bamble rocks. The difference
in thickness of the two granites is thus related to the increasing thickness of
the overlying Bamble rocks. The granites represent two different levels of expo
sure (after SMITHSON 1963a).

thickness of the granite is greater. From the gravity interpretation,
these two granites can be construed to be projections of the migma
titic Telemark gneisses through the Bamble rocks; i.e., the migmatite
front (WEGMANN 1935). WEGMANN's (1935) illustration of the migma
titic infrastructure rising as domes into the superstructure is offered
for comparison (Fig. 4).
Density determinations carried out in connection with the gravity
surveys of the Herefoss and Grimstad granites reveal that the mean
density of the granite increases in going from the Grimstad granite
to the east side of the Herefoss granite to the west side of the Herefoss
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granite (SMITHSON 1963a, p. 124) . Chemical and modal analyses of
these rocks confirm a similar variation. According to the above inter
pretation, this increase in mean density would correspond to increas
ingly deeper levels in the earth' s crust. Although the chemical vari
ations are probably somewhat oversimplified, these data indicate that
a vertical differentiation may have taken place within the intrusive
granites.
In addition, the mean densities of Telemark gneisses from the
upthrown northwest side of the fault zone are lower than those of
the Bamble rocks. This suggests that the mean densities of the gneisses
from the country rocks decrease with deeper level of exposure and
agrees with the geological observations that the deeper crust becomes
more granitic, a feature already noted by BoTT (1961). Definite
evidence exists, therefore, for vertical compositional gradients that
render the metamorphic rocks less dense (more granitic) with depth
and the intrusive granites more dense. The effect is to decrease the
density contrast between granite and country rocks with depth and
cause the gravimetric thickness, calculated from surface density con
trasts, to be somewhat greater. Unless extreme decreases in density
contrasts are assumed immediately beneath the present surface, this
increase in thickness is unlikely to be appreciable, probably on the
order of l to 2 km, so that the granites remain relatively thin bodies.
Gravity measurements around Mandal in the migmatitic area of
Telemark rocks (unpublished results of the author) reveal local (3
to 5 km wide) positive anomalies of up to 7 mgal where no surficial
source of the anomalies is visible. This fact is conclusive evidence
8
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that within this relatively deep crustal section, which exposes granitic
rocks of generally migmatitic character, positive density heterogenei
ties, probably represented by amphibolitic masses, are found within
the granitic crust.
A Proposed Model for the Granitic Crust and its
lmplications

The highest levels of the southem Norwegian Precambrian are com
posed of recognizable supracrustal rocks of intermediate density
(chemical composition). Less dense migmatitic rocks whose origin is
more obscure but whose layering is most likely inherited from original
supracrustal rocks constitute the predominant rock type at deeper
levels. In central Telemark, DoNs (1960, p. 56) has described the
contact between the supracrustal rocks and the underlying granitic
gneisses as being gradational in some places and intrusive in other
places.
Although granite plutons, which may be either round diapirs or
elongate axial culminations of large dimensions, are found scattered
throughout the supracrustal rocks of southem Norway, similar bodies
seem to be rather rare within the migmatites of the deeper zone. Even
more important is the fact that little evidence can be found for a pris
tine crust of homogeneous granite which could give rise to the gran
ite plutons. This observation becomes additionally significant when
we consider the different levels that must be exposed over the broad
area of folded and faulted Telemark migmatites. For this reason,
the granitic plutons would not seem to be projections of diapirs and
axial culminations extending from a universal layer of gtanite through
metamorphosed supracrustal rocks. If this were the case, then the
depth to this granite layer must only be a few kilometres around gran
ites like Flå and Herefoss, and large areas of granite should be ex
posed in the deeper section represented by the Telemark migmatites.
If not a layer of universal granite, what is the source of these
granitic plutons? Several possibilities exist. The most obvious source
of the granitic plutons is found within the Telemark area migmatites,
heterogeneous rocks of distinctly granitic composition.
WEGMANN (1930, 1935) long ago described the emplacement
process of a diapiric granite and how dome-like projections of the mig-
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matitic infrastructure into the superstructure might recrystallize to
wipe out the old gneissic structure and appear as a granitic pluton.
HALLER (1958) described various forms of mobilized migmatite domes
from Greenland. The migmatitic Telemark rocks, which are postulated
to underlie the Bamble rocks, provide an obvious source of granitic
material for the diapir granites and possibly for the granitic domes.
The migmatites could be mobilized by directed stress, by an inter
granular fluid film, or by partial melting - or by a combination of
these. The migmatites would then rise as a dome which could eventu
ally, with increased uprise, penetrate the overlying rocks as a granitic
diapir. The driving force for the uprise would be the buoyancy of the
lighter migmatites (NETTLETON 1934, RAMBERG 1963), with or without
the participation of directed stress. The more dense Bamble supra
crustal rocks act as a competent layer draped over rising axial cul
minations, domes, and diapirs.
The intruding material is not homogen_eous but can be designated
in general as a migmatite. During the intrusive movements, the already
folded mafic competent layers are further deformed and the entire
mass is mechanically homogenized so that the earlier structures are
largely wiped out. The competent amphibolitic layers become highly
disrupted and the intrusive mass assumes an agmatitic appearance.
In all probability, pore fluids migrate into the rising domes and
diapirs; e.g., feldspar porphyroblastesis in fold cores is commonly
observed. These fluids whether watery solutions or magma facilitate
the movement and cause chemical processes that accompany the
mechanical ones. The mafic layers of the intruding migmatitic mass
are transformed while they are drawn out and may only be recognized
as darker ghostly relics. Simultaneously the fluids promote a recrys
tallization of the intrusive to give the former migmatites the massive
appearance of the typical Precambrian pluton that contains large
K-feldspar crystals.
The more mobile components may collect in the upper regions of
the diapir to cause a vertical differentiation in both composition and
viscosity. This would explain the differences in composition and mechan
ical behaviour observed in the presumed different levels of exposure
found between the Herefoss and Grimstad granites, where the consider
able brecciation and lack of shouldering associated with the Grimstad
granite accompany a demonstrably more felsic composition.
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The large axial culminations like the Flå and Iddefjord granites
may be formed in two ways: l) As protrusions of the migmatitic in
frastructure along anticlinal axes, 2) As lenticular fillings in the cores
of large anticlines. The first possibility is hardly distinguishable from
the just mentioned diapirism. The difference is that the vertical mave
ment is modest and more of the original regional structure is retained
within the pluton. The local accumulation of fluids in the culmination
promotes a chemical transformation, a recrystallization to form a
granitic pluton. As for the second case, on a mesoscopic scale, granitic
lenses are commonly observed to have developed in the cores of folds.
The Levang granite represents a larger example of a conformably
folded granitic body on the core of a large 4-km-wide fold. A stronger
recrystallization, promoted by a higher fluid content, would have
produced an intrusive-appearing granitic pluton from the Levang
granite. The second case must be regarded as a distinct possibility,
however tenuous. In both these cases, a selective recrystallization
caused by either watery solutions or magma is proposed to have
formed coarse-grained granitic plutons in axial culminations. These
hypotheses do not exclude the participation of magma but do require
that it be formed more or less in place. In either case, these granitic
plutons that appear to be batholiths may very well not be underlain
by a layer of massive granite but rather by migmatites or other
gneisses.
The hypothesis that the granitic plutons are floored by migmatites
and other gneisses meets with one major objection in the case of the
batholith-sized granites such as Flå and Iddefjord. This is that, since
the gravimetric thickness of these granites is only about 2 km, erosion
might be expected to have laid bare the floor of the granites some
where. Possibly areas of gneisses exposed at the base of a granite
simply would not be recognized as a lower level and would be called
the roof zone of a pluton. Detailed structural mapping, which reveals
the plunge of a granite-filled axial culmination and its surroundings,
coupled with detailed gravimetric studies, should be able to resolve
whether the gneissic floor of a 'batholith' is exposed or nearly exposed.
The model proposed for the granitic crust consists of supracrustal
gneisses underlain by migmatites and granitic gneisses, the deepest rocks
exposed (Fig. 5). The migmatitic infrastructure pierces the supracrustal
gneisses in places to form granite intrusions. Elsewhere large lenticular
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Fig. 5. Proposed model for the granitic crust in the southern Norwegian Pre
cambrian. Granites are found as diapiric intrusions of the migmatitic Telemark
rocks (A), as axial culminations of these rocks (B), and as fillings in the cores of
folds (A).

granites may have formed in culminations within the supracrustal
gneisses.
The large Flå and Iddefjord granites are particularly well suited
as localities for geophysical investigation of the granitic crust because
of their relatively large size and even topography, together with the
small gravimetrically determined thickness of these bodies. Any grav
ity anomaly of comparatively small extent found within the broader
negative anomaly caused by the granite must be due to mass irregu
larities either within the granite or beneath it. If mass irregularities
exist beneath the granite, this is evidence for a heterogeneous granitic
crust. Unfortunately, the gravity interpretation alone could not fix
the depth of the anomalous mass uniquely, but could delimit the maxi
mum possible depth to the top of the anomalous mass (Borr and
SMITH 1958). Explosion-seismic techniques could give extremely
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valuable information. Any possible floor of the granite could be de
tected with either refraction or reflection techniques. High-resolution
reflection methods might be the most useful; reflections coming from
within or below the granite would demonstrate the heterogeneity
of the granitic crust. Refraction methods could determine the trans
mission velocity of the material underneath the granite and might
reveal seismic transmission characteristics that vary with direction;
e.g., BIRCH's measurements (1960, pp. 1093-95) of P wave velocities
show distinctly lower velocities normal to the foliation of gneiss.
By shooting refraction profiles within the granites parallel and perpen
dicular to the regional strike of the surrounding gneiss, the detection
of different transmission velocities in the crust immediately beneath
the granites would suggest the presence of gneiss. Although any geo
physical evidence for heterogeneities in the crust beneath 'batholiths'
would be highly indicative of gneiss, negative results would not rule
out its presence. They could just mean that the variations in physical
properties were too small to be resolved by the techniques employed.
Petrolo�ic lmplications
A migmatitic substratum provides a ready source of granitic material

for emplacement in the overlying rocks, just as a universal pristine
layer of granite would; however, it carries considerably different
genetic implications. The migmatitic rocks must have been, at least
partly, supracrustal rocks. The composition of many of these rocks
is granitic (Fig. 6) and, in fact, shows a dose relationship to the mini
mum-melting composition in the granite system (TUTTLE and BowEN
1958). These rocks may have originated in either of two ways or as a
combination of them: l) As rocks whose bulk composition is retained
from the time of deposition; e.g., arkoses, shales, tuffs, and felsic
extrusives, 2) As a granitized succession of supracrustal rocks whose
original composition was more mafic. The lack of quartz-rich layers
in a supracrustal sequence is suggestive of at least a certain amount
of homogenization. In either case, the striking feature of these rocks
remains their general granitic nature.
The compositions of these rocks (Fig. 6) show that they should
be largely molten at temperatures between 600 and 700° C. The re
tention of regional structures throughout the granitic rocks precludes the

•
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possibility that they

were

appreciably molten after the regional defor

mation.
Folded granitic rocks of possible supracrustal origin are found in
deeply eroded parts of the crust in other areas of the world.
{1948, p. 109) and

WILSON

DERRY

(1954, p. 194) describe areas in Canada

originally mapped as intrusive granites but which appear to be granitic
supracrustal rocks. Felsic supracrustal rocks which penetrate over
lying volcanics as domes constitute the oldest known rocks of Canada's
Superior Province

{WILSON

and

BRISBIN

1963). Granitic migmatitic

rocks may be characteristic of the deepest levels of the granitic crust.
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The mean density of the granitic crust must, however, exceed the den
sity of granite because the great (10 to 12 km) gravimetric thickness
of certain granites (REICH 1932, BoTT, DAY, and MASSON-SMITH 1958,
BoTT and MASSON-SMITH 1960) requires that a density contrast be
tween granite and country rocks exist in the upper 10 to 15 km of
the crust.
The lack of roots within the Precambrian for higher level granitic
bodies constitutes a problem. The large granites such as Flå and !dde
fjord seem to be roofed near their present level of exposure, so that
their upward continuation into huge mesozonal batholiths appears
unlikely. Neither is any stoped material or mafic residuum from any
higher level batholiths recognizable. Possibly the most amazing feature
is the apparent rarity of granite plutons compared with migmatite
and granite gneiss within the deeper level of the crust. This feature
is partially explained if the Precambrian granite plutons are regarded
to be recrystallized projections of the migmatites through the super
structure (Fig. 5) . The thin to lenticular granites found among the
Norwegian Precambrian reflect the typical lenticular shape of granites
within the catazone (BUDDINGTON 1959).
The intrusion mechanism for deep-level granites requires re-evalu
ation in the light of modem experimental tectonics in order to deter
mine the physical state of the intruded rocks. The necessity for
magma is commonly assumed in intrusive processes, but the impor
tance and efficacy of plastic flow is readily apparent within the de
formed gneisses of these deep zones and may have constituted the
dominant mechanism for granite intrusion. RAMBERG's experiments
(1963) in gravity tectonics closely simulate the structures found in the
Norwegian Precambrian granites (Fig. 7) . The intruding layer that
forms the diapirs has in every case the physical properties of a less
viscous but solid material; quite different structures obtain when the
intruding material has the physical properties of a rhyolite magma
(RAMBERG, ibid., pp. 24-27 and 59-61) . Such experiments are
extremely important for interpreting the structures found in the
catazone, where solid flow and recrystallization become extrenie,
because the only criterion for determining the physical state of a
catazonal granitic pluton during emplacement is to compare the
mechanical behaviour of the granitic pluton with that of its surround
ings.
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Fig.7. Model experiment using putty to simulate diapiric structures. The struc
tures obtained resemble those formed by Norwegian granitic plutons (after
RAMBERG 1963).

Intrusion may have taken place by flow of solid material of the
appropriate mineralogy, of solid material lubricated by pore solutions
or magma, or by a mush consisting of magma and intermixed solid
material. Lenticular synkinematic granites could become mobilized
and intrude to a higher level as a postkinematic diapir. In any of
these cases, the bulk composition of the granite intrusion is not deter
mined by crystal-liquid equilibrium; it is determined by the original
bulk composition of the mobilized material.
Modal analyses indicate that gneisses of minimum-melt composi
tion are common within the migmatitic Telemark gneisses (Fig. 6). If
these rocks were emplaced as predominantly solid dames and diapirs
within the superstructure, they would be more or less intrusive gra
nitic bodies of the minimum-melt composition; i.e., the tendency
would be to designate them magmatic although they did not really
go through a magmatic stage. Amphibolite fragments and shadowy
inclusions would be called pieces of the surrounding country rocks,
but might actually be the disrupted mafic layers of the intruded
migmatites.

The intent of this discussion is not to discount the existence of
magmatic intrusions. On the contrary, if temperatures above 600°C
are attained in the presence of sufficient fluids, the Telemark gneisses
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are of the appropriate composition to melt. The point is that intrusive
appearing structures may originate by solid flow even in rocks that
have the minimum-melting composition. The mechanical behaviour
of the rocks involved is the only criterion for judging a magmatic

vs

non-magmatic state, and this is the field of applied and experimental
tectonics. Determination of the physical state of a catazonal intrusive
requires the careful evaluation of structures in the field and a compar
ison with results of experimental deformation.
Even though granitic rocks predominate in the migmatites, their
overall composition is probably sufficiently mafic so that some differ
entiation would have to take place during the intrusion process. The
fact that the granites' composition becomes more mafic in going from
the Grimstad granite to the east side of the Herefoss granite and on to
the west side of the Herefoss granite strongly suggests that processes
of vertical differentiation have been active. Chemical processes have
accompanied the mechanical processes; these must have been facili
tated by fluids whether watery solutions or silicate solutions (magma).

Conclusions
Geologic and geophysical investigations within the southem Norwe
gian Precambrian suggest that the granitic crust is heterogeneous.
These conclusions are consistent with the seismically derived model
of the upper crust. The metamorphosed gneisses of obvious supra
crustal origin are underlain by migmatites and granitic gneisses whose
layering probably reflects a supracrustal origin, and whose composi
tion in the felsic part approximates the minimum-melting composi
tion in the granite system. No evidence of a ho�ogeneous pristine
granitic crust can be found in the deepest exposures. If a petrographic
term must be applied, the term,

migmatitic layer,

is much more appro

priate and descriptive in place of 'granitic' layer. The granite plutons
found in the supracrustal gneisses can be interpreted hetter as floored
lenses or as projections of the migmatitic infrastructure into the
superstructure than as protuberences from a pristine ubiquitous
granitic layer. The southem Norwegian Precambrian offers outstand
ing possibilities for combined geophysical and geological investigations
of the granitic crust.
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